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Sentence completion questions are a common feature of standardized
tests. They can be challenging, but with the right strategies and practice,
you can improve your skills and ace these questions.

What is a sentence completion question?

A sentence completion question is a type of multiple-choice question in
which you are given a sentence with one or more missing words. You must
choose the word or words that best complete the sentence and make it
grammatically correct and meaningful.

Sentence completion questions can test a variety of skills, including:

Vocabulary

Grammar
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Sentence structure

Contextual understanding

How to prepare for sentence completion questions

There are a few key things you can do to prepare for sentence completion
questions:

1. Build your vocabulary

One of the best ways to prepare for sentence completion questions is to
build your vocabulary. This means learning the meaning of new words and
understanding the different ways they can be used in a sentence.

There are a number of ways to build your vocabulary, such as:

Reading widely

Using a dictionary or thesaurus

Playing word games

Taking vocabulary quizzes

2. Review your grammar

Another important step in preparing for sentence completion questions is to
review your grammar. This will help you to understand the different parts of
speech and how they are used in a sentence.

There are a number of ways to review your grammar, such as:

Taking a grammar course



Using a grammar book or website

Taking practice tests

3. Practice, practice, practice

The best way to prepare for sentence completion questions is to practice.
This will help you to become familiar with the different types of questions
and to develop strategies for answering them correctly.

There are a number of ways to practice sentence completion questions,
such as:

Taking practice tests

Using online practice resources

Working with a tutor

Strategies for answering sentence completion questions

There are a few key strategies you can use to answer sentence completion
questions correctly:

1. Read the sentence carefully

Before you start to answer the question, read the sentence carefully and
make sure you understand the meaning. This will help you to eliminate any
answer choices that are not relevant.

2. Identify the missing part of speech

Once you understand the meaning of the sentence, identify the missing
part of speech. This will help you to narrow down your answer choices.



3. Consider the context

When choosing an answer, consider the context of the sentence. This will
help you to eliminate any answer choices that do not make sense in the
context.

4. Eliminate incorrect answers

Once you have considered all of the answer choices, eliminate any that are
incorrect. This will leave you with the best possible answer.

Sentence completion questions can be challenging, but with the right
strategies and practice, you can improve your skills and ace these
questions. By following the tips in this article, you can prepare for success
on your next standardized test.
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